Abstract. In a collaborative session users may join and leave. A user who joins a session is called a latecomer. A latecomer needs the current state of the collaborative session to participate in the session. There exist different approaches to accommodate a latecomer. The runtime system can, e.g., transfer the state to the latecomer or replay how the session state was reached. If the state is maintained on a well-known server, it is quite simple to supply the latecomer with the current state. However, if the server is not available, the latecomer cannot join. To increase the fault-tolerance, the runtime system has to use a decentralized approach. In this case, race conditions must be taken into account. DreamObjects is a platform that simplifies the development of shared data objects. It supports a direct state transfer as well as a replay and lets a latecomer choose how to join a session. Both approaches are completely integrated in the runtime system, work completely decentralized, and do not block the other participants in their current work.
Introduction
Synchronous groupware is a technology that facilitates teamwork. It supports the communication and coordination between team members who are geographically distributed, but connected via a network. It encompasses a wide range of applications like collaborative whiteboards, text editors or Web browsers. These applications have to share a common state to enable collaboration.
Normally, one user starts a collaborative session and other users join it. A user who joins a session is called latecomer. A latecomer needs the current shared state to participate in the session. Lauwers and Lantz [8] discuss some basic mechanisms that allow a latecomer to join a session and provide the latecomer with the current state. A latecomer can join a session with a replay of how the current state was reached. The basic idea of this mechanism is to log all modifying events in a history list. When a latecomer joins the session, this history list is replayed to bring the latecomer up-to-date. However, if, e.g., an event depends on external information, it may not be possible to replay the log correctly. In addition to this, histories can require a lot of memory space and replaying can be time-consuming. Compared to a replay, the direct state transfer provides a faster way to bring the latecomer up-to-date, as the shared state is directly transferred from a supporting site to the latecomer's site.
As long as the shared state is maintained on a well-known site, it is simple to support the latecomer with the current state. As soon as the shared state is replicated or even partially-replicated, this task becomes quite difficult. DreamObjects is a platform that simplifies the development of shared data objects. It supports different distribution schemes for shared data objects, i.e. a replicated, an asymmetric, and an adaptive one, and hides all mechanisms that are necessary to keep the shared data objects consistent [9] . DreamObjects supports both mechanisms to accommodate a latecomer, as it depends on the latecomer which mechanism is reasonable.
Prakash et al. [16] postulate that a latecomer support has to be fault-tolerant, e.g. the site that supports a latecomer can leave the session, and it must not block the current participants of the session in their work. The latecomer support of DreamObjects fulfills these requirements. Additionally, both mechanisms -work completely decentralized, i.e. there is no well-known site that supports all latecomers, -are completely integrated in the runtime environment, and -relieve a developer from the task to supply the latecomer with a consistent state.
After discussing related work, this paper describes the basic features of DreamObjects and how it accommodates latecomers.
Related Work
Most of the existing groupware platforms only offer a rudimentary latecomer support or even leave it to the developer to implement the necessary mechanisms. Roseman and Greenberg, e.g., believe that there is no generic way for a toolkit to handle latecomers [17] . Their platform GroupKit [6] leaves it completely to the developer to accommodate latecomers. As GroupKit relies on a replicated state architecture this is a quite difficult task. However, there are some platforms that relieve a developer from this task.
The Collaboratory Builder's Environment (CBE) [16] uses a communication infrastructure that bases on a central Corona Server [21] . This server handles the group communication, keeps a copy of the shared state, and logs all messages that are sent between the participants. Because of this, it is quite simple for the server to provide the latecomer with the current state. The latecomer support is independent from client failures, but depends on the availability of the server.
Habanero [2] is a groupware platform that focuses on making Java applets available in a distributed environment. The applets must be available as source code and in most cases can be converted into a distributed applet (called Hablet) without too much effort. The state of a hablet is replicated to every participating site. To keep the shared state consistent, Habanero intercepts user interface events and forwards them to a well-known server. This server is also responsible for the latecomer accommodation. It requests the state from an arbitrary client and forwards it to the latecomer.
The Real-Time Application Level Protocol for Distributed Interactive Media (RTP/I) [14] is an application level protocol that is derived from the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [20] . While RTP focusses on the transmission of audio and video data, RTP/I is used by collaborative applications and deals with distributed interactive media. It partitions the state of the distributive interactive media in subcomponents and replicates it to every participating site. RTP/I offers some generic services, e.g. a consistency service [22] and a generic late-join service [23] . The late-join service defines different late-join policies, e.g. eventtriggered late-join, immediate late-join, etc. These policies can be assigned to the different subcomponents. Based on the defined policies, the subcomponents are transferred to the latecomer. The consistency service ensures that the latecomer gets a consistent state of the subcomponents. It bases on the optimistic Timewarp algorithm [4] . As RTP/I uses physical timestamps to define the necessary total order of the state changing events, it requires that the participating sites synchronize their physical clocks, e.g. with the help of GPS receivers or the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [15] .
Chung et al. [3] describe a replay service for a central architecture. The service bases on a latecomer accommodation server which is called the logger. At the site of a participant, a so-called loggable captures all events that change the local user interface and sends these events to the logger. Thereby, the logger is informed about all changes that a client applies to the user interface of a shared application. When a latecomer wants to join a session, the logger replays all logged events to the latecomer's loggable. Based on these events, the latecomer's loggable creates the user interface. As the log can become very large, the system compresses the log by only logging the events that resulted in a state change.
The above approaches only consider a single distribution scheme. In the CBE, Habanero, and the system of Chung et al. a well-known site coordinates the latecomer support. If this site is unavailable, a latecomer cannot join the session. RTP/I demands that the physical clocks of the participating sites are synchronized. Normally, this cannot be assumed, as this requires that a participating site is either equipped with special hardware or can use NTP. Compared to these approaches, the latecomer support of DreamObjects handles a variety of distribution schemes. For fault-tolerance, it works completely decentralized and does not rely on a central server that logs all events. Additionally, it does not require any special hardware, like e.g. GPS receivers.
DreamObjects
DreamObjects is a platform that simplifies the development of shared data objects. It consists of two parts, an object-oriented framework and a runtime environment. Both are entirely implemented in Java. The object-oriented framework offers building blocks for the development of shared data objects. These building blocks offer a lot of configuration possibilities and even allow a developer to integrate own solutions. A developer can feel free to compose data objects or reuse existing data classes from single-user applications. The runtime environment offers a set of services for data sharing.
DreamObjects takes DreamTeam [18] as a starting point. DreamTeam is a platform for synchronous collaboration. It focusses on the coordination and communication of distributed users. DreamTeam is also implemented in Java and mainly consists of a development environment and a runtime environment. The development environment offers a huge hierarchical class library with groupware specific solutions, e.g. awareness widgets or tracking windows.
The runtime environment provides an infrastructure with special groupware facilities. DreamTeam uses the session metaphor [5] , which restricts the collaboration of a team to so-called sessions. To support users when organizing sessions, the runtime environment, e.g., starts a session manager that is responsible for starting, joining, and leaving sessions. The session manager stores the information about a session, e.g. the used applications, in a so-called session profile. A rendezvous manager [19] determines the actual network addresses of all team members and allows users to distribute invitations for upcoming sessions. These invitations can include the applications that are used in the session. All managers access the network via the network kernel interface (NKI) that encapsulates all network related services.
Concerning shared data, DreamTeam just offers a rudimentary support. During the development of several groupware applications, e.g. a brainstorming tool, a collaborative Web browser, and a distance teaching environment [11] , we noticed that the main obstacles are concerned with data sharing issues. For this reason, we extended DreamTeam with DreamObjects. They complement one another, reduce the development costs for a collaborative application, and even allow a developer to reuse existing single-user applications [10] .
DreamObjects divides a collaborative application in data objects and user interface objects. The data objects are split up in shared ones and private ones. The user interface objects control the user interface behavior of an application and display the content of the data objects. Users collaborate by modifying the shared data objects via the user interface of the application.
DreamObjects offers a set of services to handle the shared data objects, e.g. distributed method calls, object creations, and object duplications. Most of the services are handled completely transparent for developers [9] , i.e. they can use a shared data object like a local object of a single-user application. To achieve this transparency, DreamObjects replaces a developer-defined data object with a substitute [12] . For this purpose, a developer has to call a special method in the runtime system which creates the substitute and informs the other participating sites about the new shared object. Fig. 1 shows the class hierarchy for a sample shared data object. A developer can reuse existing data classes to implement complex data classes like they are needed by, e.g., scientific collaborative applications [1] . The class for a shared data object, e.g. SampleObject, just has to implement the SharedObject interface and to define a MODIFYING_METHODS field. The interface serves as an identification for the runtime system and does not require to implement any method. The field specifies the modifying methods of the data object. The runtime system uses the information about the modifying method calls to reduce the network load. Depending on the distribution scheme of a shared data object, some sites can execute reading method calls locally, while modifying method calls must be distributed to the other sites to keep the shared state consistent.
The SampleSubstitute class extends the SampleObject class and, like all substitute classes, overwrites some of their methods to add functionality, e.g. the mechanisms for modifying and reading method calls. As it offers the same interface as the developer-defined data class, it can easily be used to replace a developer-defined data object. A developer can either generate the substitute class from the command-line or can leave it to the runtime system to generate the substitute class, when it is needed.
Each substitute class contains an instance of the SORepresentation class. This class contains the runtime representation of a shared object, i.e. its consistency scheme, its reference, the used constructor arguments, its bytecode, and an evaluator. As some parts of the configuration, e.g. the evaluator, are defined, when a shared object is created, a developer may use different instances of the same data class with different configurations without any programming effort.
Developers can choose between two different consistency schemes which define how the shared object is kept consistent. One allows to implement floor control mechanisms while the other allows to maximize concurrent work by executing conflicting methods under mutual exclusion [9] .
Similarly, developers can choose between different distribution schemes for a shared object which are controlled by different evaluators. Currently, DreamObjects supports predefined evaluators for an asymmetric, a replicated, and an adaptive distribution scheme. Depending on the evaluator, different sites hold the data of the object. In the asymmetric case only the object creating site holds the data, while the other sites only create an empty substitute instance and access the remote data via this instance. In the replicated distribution scheme, every participating site holds the data of the object and thus can execute method calls locally. Compared to these static distribution schemes, the adaptive distribution scheme dynamically adapts the distribution of a shared data object according to a user's working style or according to the topology of the connecting network. Thereby, it improves the system performance.
A site that holds the data of the shared object is called data holder and thus can execute a method call locally. A site that does not hold the data of a shared object must involve a data holder in the execution of a method call. Then the substitute for the shared object maps possible method calls to data holding sites. For this purpose, DreamObjects uses mechanisms that reduce the number of involved sites to a minimum [9] . A reading method call is, e.g., only executed by one data holding site, while a modifying method call is executed by all data holding sites to ensure the consistency of the shared data objects.
Direct State Transfer
A first, naive approach for the direct state transfer is to let the latecomer's site select a participating site to support it with the current state of the session. The next three examples show what can happen, if this approach is used. Fig. 2 shows, how the site s 2 supports the latecomer's site s 3 with a consistent session state. First, the site s 3 sends a connecting message to all sites. Thereby, these sites know that s 3 joins the session. By sending a state request message, s 3 requests the session state from the site s 2 . The site s 2 sends a state supporting message to the latecomer's site s 3 and so s 3 receives the session state. After the site s 3 received the session state, the site s 1 executes a method call d.m, where m is a method of a shared data object d. As the sites s 2 and s 3 have a consistent session state, they can handle the method call message that was distributed by s 1 and execute the method call d.m to keep the shared state consistent. Fig. 3 shows that this naive approach does not guarantee a consistent state for the latecomer. Again, the site s 3 joins the session and selects the site s 2 as the supporting site. The site s 1 executed a method call d.m before it received the connecting message of the latecomer. Thus, it did not distribute the method call message to the latecomer. Due to network latencies, the supporting site s 2 receives the corresponding method call message, after it sent the session state to the latecomer. Thereby, the latecomer has an outdated state. A requirement for the latecomer support is not to block the already participating sites. Thus, these sites can modify the session state during a site supports the latecomer. Fig. 4 shows what can happen, when a site executes a modifying method call, after the latecomer's site sent a connecting message. Again, the site s 3 joins the session and selects the site s 2 as the supporting site. The site s 1 executes the method call d.m and sends a method call message to the sites s 2 and s 3 . The latecomer buffers the message as it does not yet have the session state. The site s 2 executes the method call before it sends the session state to the site s 3 . Thereby, the latecomer receives a session state in which the method call d.m is already included. If the latecomer's site also executes the method call d.m, its session state can become inconsistent.
To address the above problems DreamObjects, splits up the latecomer support in three phases, a connection, an initial, and a final one. In the connection phase, the latecomer's site establishes its connections to the other participating sites. From this point of time, the other sites partly include the latecomer's site in the message exchange for state changes. In the initial phase, the latecomer's site requests an initial state from an arbitrary site. As the other sites continue in their work and possibly change the state, this initial state can be outdated. For this reason, the latecomer's site uses a final phase to balance the received state with the other participating sites. 
Connection Phase
If a user wants to join a session, he has simply to select it in the session window of DreamTeam (see fig. 5 ) and decide if he wants to join with a direct state transfer or with a replay. Then the connection phase is started. Each site maintains a set of participating sites S and a logical clock according to [7] . In the connection phase, the session manager of DreamTeam updates the set S at every participating site, i.e. the latecomer's site s lc is added to it. After this, s lc initializes the network connections to all other sites in S.
Whenever a site distributes a message to other sites in the session, it includes a timestamp, denoted by ts, and increments the value of the clock. A timestamp consists of the current value of the clock at the sending site and an identifier for the sending site. Whenever a site receives a message from another site, it extracts the included timestamp and, if necessary, updates the local clock value. A timestamp uniquely identifies a message. A site can use the timestamps to define a total order of the received messages. Each site to which the latecomer connects returns a confirmation message that just contains such a timestamp. The latecomer stores this as the connection timestamp ts s→s lc . In the final phase, the latecomer's site s lc uses the stored timestamps to determine, whether its session state is outdated or not.
Remember that the participating sites may not be blocked and can modify the session state, while the latecomer's site s lc joins the session. For this reason, each site partly includes the latecomer's site in the message exchange for state changes and so s lc , e.g., receives a method call as well as a method call result message for every modifying method call. When the latecomer's site s lc finally joins the session, it informs all other sites. Then s lc just receives the messages as specified in [9] . Until then, s lc adds all above messages to a message buffer.
Initial Phase
Depending on the network connection and delay, the latecomer's site s lc selects a site s sup ∈ S as the initial supporter that supplies it with an initial state. To request the state from s sup , the latecomer's site s lc sends an initial support request message to s sup .
Let D denote the set of shared data objects that are used within a session, D sup the set of shared objects that have to be transmitted to s lc , and D lc denote the objects that have already been transmitted to the latecomer's site s lc . When the initial supporter s sup receives a request message, it sets D sup = D and D lc = ∅. As DreamObjects supports different distribution schemes, the initial supporter may not be a data holder of every shared data object and thus may not be able to supply the latecomer's site with the data of all shared objects. Let the set DH d ⊆ S denote the sites that hold the data of a shared object d ∈ D. The initial supporter s sup determines the shared data objects d ∈ D sup with s sup ∈ DH d and for which the respective evaluator (see section 3) decides that s lc does not become a data holder. If a shared object, e.g., uses an adaptive distribution scheme, a latecomer normally does not become a data holder. Thereby, a site can gradually acquire the shared objects, when the working style of the local user changes.
For each of these objects, s sup sends an initial representation support message to s lc , adds d to D lc , and removes it from the set D sup . Apart from a timestamp, the message contains a representation for the shared object that enables the latecomer's site s lc to create an empty instance of d ∈ D. When the latecomer's site s lc receives a representation support message, it uses the contained information to create an empty instance of the shared object d and adds this instance to the local object registry. Thereby, s lc does not become a data holding site. However, as the substitute for d hides the distribution characteristics, the latecomer's site can use the shared object d like a local object and access its data.
After the initial supporter s sup sent the initial representation support messages, it supplies the latecomer's site s lc with the remaining data objects in D sup .
For this purpose, the site s sup sends for each of the remaining objects an initial object support message to the latecomer's site s lc .
When the site s sup transfers the data object d to the latecomer's site s lc , it automatically transfers all objects that d contains to s lc . Let I d denote these shared objects. The data object d can contain some of the data objects that have already been transferred to the latecomer. To avoid that a data object is transferred twice, the site s sup replaces all objects in I d ∩D lc with their reference. Fig. 4 shows that a latecomer's site executes a method call, though it is already included in the received state. To solve this problem and later to allow a join with a replay, every site maintains a history list. For every state change, the history list contains the respective message. The messages in the history list are sorted according to their timestamps. As not every site participates in a session from its start or executes every modifying method call, the content of the history list can vary from site to site. Let H denote the complete history list of a session and H s ⊆ H denote the history list at a site s. To inform s lc about the state changes that were applied to the objects contained in an object support message, an initial supporter extracts the timestamps of the respective messages from its local history list H ssup and includes them in the object support message. After the message was sent, the site s sup removes the transferred objects from D sup and adds them to D lc . When D sup is empty, the supporting site s sup sends a message to s lc that indicates the end of the initial phase.
When the latecomer's site s lc receives an object support message, it -replaces possible shared data object references for the objects in D lc with their corresponding local instances, -adds each other shared data object, i.e. {d} ∪ (I d \ D lc ), to the local object registry, and -stores the received timestamps in its local history list H s lc .
The initial supporter s sup does not transfer the complete session state at once. Instead, it transfers the state on a per-object basis. If the first selected supporter fails before it completely delivered the session state, the latecomer's site selects a new initial supporter which resumes the latecomer support instead of starting a new latecomer support.
Final Phase
After the initial phase is finished, the latecomer's site has an initial session state. This state can be outdated, as the other sites continued their work and possibly changed the session state. When a site changed the session state, after it connected with the latecomer's site, the latecomer's site received and buffered the respective message. However, fig. 3 shows what can happen, if a site changed the session state, before it connected with the latecomer's site. In this case, the latecomer's site is not informed about the modification and the initial state may not contain this modification. The following approaches solve this problem:
1. The supporting site can supply the latecomer's site with all messages that it receives, after it connected with the latecomer's site. However, as the supporting site never knows, when to stop forwarding the messages, the latecomer does not really join the session. Besides, the latecomer's site can receive some messages twice, which unnecessarily increases the network load. 2. Each site to which the latecomer's site connects sends the connection timestamp via the supporting site to the latecomer's site. If the connecting network delivers messages in order, this ensures that the supporting site received and applied all messages sent by a site before the latecomer's site initialized its connections. However, in this case one central site manages the latecomer support and it is not possible to resume it, when the supporting site fails. 3. The latecomer's site can ask every participating site, if there are some messages left that it did not receive, but has to receive. If there are such messages, the site supplies the latecomer's site with them. Thereby, the latecomer's site gets all the information it needs to balance the initial state.
DreamObjects uses the last approach, as it ensures that the latecomer definitely joins a session and does not rely on a central site. As soon as the latecomer's site s lc receives the message that indicates the end of the initial phase, it distributes a final state request message to all other sites.
Besides a timestamp of the latecomer's site s lc , this message contains the connection timestamps that the latecomer's site stored during the connection phase. Furthermore, the message contains the timestamps of the state changes that were executed before the latecomer initialized its connections. Due to the connection phase, the latecomer's site s lc received all necessary messages from a site s ∈ S with a timestamp ts > ts s→s lc . For this reason, a final state request message must only contain the timestamps in H s lc that are less than the corresponding connection timestamps. The message also contains two sets of shared object references. One contains the references of the shared data objects for which the latecomer is a data holder, i.e. s lc ∈ DH d , and the other for which the latecomer is not a data holder, i.e. s lc ∈ DH d .
Each site that receives such a message is called final supporter. Let s sup ∈ S denote such a site. When a final supporter s sup receives a final state request message, it adds s lc to the sets DH d as specified by the message. Then it checks, if its local history list contains any messages that the latecomer did not receive by now, but needs to balance the initial state. A final supporter s sup only has to check the messages in its local history list H ssup with a timestamp ts < ts s→s lc . Such a message must be forwarded to the latecomer's site, when it fulfills the following requirements:
1. The timestamp of the message is not in the set of timestamps that is specified in the final state request message. Otherwise, the initial state already contains the corresponding state change. 2. The message is not directed to a shared data object d ∈ D of which the latecomer is not a data holder, i.e. s lc ∈ DH d . To balance the initial state, the latecomer's site s lc only needs a message that is directed to an object of which it is or may become a data holder.
After a supporting site s sup determined the messages that it must forward to the latecomer, it sends a final state support message to s lc . Whenever the latecomer's site s lc receives a final state support message from a final supporter s sup , it adds the contained messages to its message buffer. As every final supporter forwards messages to the latecomer's site, s lc can receive some messages twice. However, as the messages are uniquely identified by their timestamp, s lc simply replaces them in the message buffer.
When the latecomer's site s lc received a final state support message from every participating site, and the sites that had to send one, but did not do this left the session, s lc received all necessary messages to balance the initial state. For this purpose, s lc locally re-executes the content of its message buffer according to the order given by the timestamps of the messages. The latecomer's site s lc does not re-execute a method call, if this call is directed to a data object d with s lc ∈ DH d . However, if the result of such a method call is needed, s lc looks up the corresponding method call result message in the message buffer. Until the message buffer is not empty, the latecomer's site s lc adds all messages that it receives to its message buffer. As the local re-execution does not cause any network traffic, it is much faster than the execution in a distributed context. This ensures that the message buffer gets empty.
As soon as the message buffer is empty, the latecomer's site s lc distributes a join complete message to all other sites and starts all applications that are needed for the session. From now on, the latecomer's site s lc does not buffer messages anymore, instead it participates in the message exchange for a state change. Similarly, the other participating sites only include the latecomer's site s lc in the message exchange, if this is necessary.
Though the latecomer now joined the session, a final supporter s sup still can receive messages that the latecomer's site s lc needs. Fig. 6 illustrates this problem. In this figure, the user at the site s 4 joins the session as a latecomer. After the site s 4 initialized the connections to the other sites, it chooses the site s 3 as the initial supporter. The site s 3 supplies the latecomer's site s 4 with an initial state. Then the latecomer's site s 4 distributes a final state request message to all participating sites. Before the site s 1 can serve the request of the site s 4 , it leaves the session. However, the sites s 2 and s 3 serve the request of the latecomer's site s 4 . After they distributed the final state support message, they receive a method call message from the site s 1 . As s 1 distributed this message, before s 4 initialized its connections, s 1 did not send the message to s 4 . As a result, the sites s 2 and s 3 execute the method call d.m and the latecomer's site s 4 does not.
For this reason, each final supporter s sup has one further task, after it send the final state support message to the latecomer's site s lc . Whenever a final supporter s sup receives a message or adds a message to its local history, it checks, whether the message must be forwarded to the latecomer's site or not. Again, a final supporter s sup must forward a message from a site s ∈ S, if -its timestamp ts is lower than the respective connection timestamp ts s→s lc , -its timestamp ts is not in the set of timestamps included in the final state request message, and -the message is directed to an object d ∈ D with s lc ∈ DH d .
When the latecomer's site s lc receives such a delayed message from a final supporter, it either adds it to the message buffer, if it is still re-executing its content, or executes it directly.
The latecomer's site s lc supplied each final supporter with the set of its connection timestamps. With the help of these connection timestamps, a final supporter can finish the above task as soon as 1. it either received from every site s ∈ S a message with a timestamp ts > ts s→s lc or 2. every site s ∈ S for which the latecomer provided a connection timestamp left the session.
In the first case, a final supporter s sup cannot receive a message with a timestamp ts < ts s→s lc from another site s ∈ S anymore, as the network kernel interface (NKI) of DreamTeam (see section 3) ensures that messages are delivered in order. In the second case, a final supporter can be sure that he does not receive such a message, as DreamObjects uses the reliable multicast service of the NKI.
Apart from the direct state transfer, DreamObjects also supports a join with a replay of how the current session state was reached. The basic idea is to let the latecomer's site select a participating site that supports it with the complete history list H. The latecomer's site uses the stored messages in the history list H to re-execute the state changes and thus to replay how the session state was reached. As the history list only contains the messages that resulted in a state change, compared to the system by Chung et al. [3] , additional compression techniques are not necessary.
If a latecomer chooses to join with a replay, the runtime system opens a configuration dialog like in fig. 7 . This dialog window allows a user to select how many percent of the session state are replayed visually. Additionally, a user can define the delay between two replayed state changes and thus the speed of the replay. During the replay, he can use the dialog window to vary the speed. As for a join with a replay the same problems as for a direct state transfer have to be solved, the latecomer support again is split up in three phases, i.e. a connection, an initial, and a final one. The phases are similar to the ones of the direct state transfer. As soon as the user confirms his configuration in the dialog window, the connection phase is started. In the connection phase, the latecomer's site initializes its connections to the other participating sites. In the initial phase, the latecomer's site chooses an initial supporter that supplies it with an initial history. Again, the latecomer's site uses the final phase to balance the received history with the other participating sites. As soon as the balance is finished, the latecomer's site knows the complete history H, opens the user interface, and starts to re-execute the history. When the re-execution is finished, the latecomer's site has a consistent session state.
Conclusion
This paper described how DreamObjects accommodates latecomers. DreamObjects supports two mechanisms to support latecomers with the current state: a direct state transfer and a replay. Both mechanisms are integrated in the runtime environment and work completely transparent for the developer. A developer does not have to care about how a latecomer receives a consistent shared state. The latecomer support works completely decentralized, i.e. it does not rely on a central site. If the first supporter fails and the latecomer already received a part of the session state, an arbitrary site can resume the latecomer support. Additionally, the latecomer support does not block participating sites and thus does not constrain the current users in their collaboration.
There are still some open issues. The replay bases on the re-execution of all modifying distributed actions. For this reason, the runtime system at every site maintains a history list. If the group is very active or is collaborating for a long time, the history list can be very large. In [13] , Manohar and Prakash present a session capture and replay paradigm for asynchronous collaboration. In this system users collaborate asynchronously by annotating, by modifying, and by exchanging recorded single-user sessions. Similar to this system, the history list could be extended to store snapshots of the session state. Then a join with replay would start with a stored snapshot and state changes prior to the snapshot could be discarded. This would reduce the size of the history and enable a faster join with a replay. Additionally, the history list could be extended to store physical timestamps which could be used for a real-time replay. Such a replay could give a latecomer an even better feeling of how the current state was reached.
